Ho Chi Minh City

Don’t miss Saigon
Central to Vietnam’s rich and varied art and culture is Ho Chi Minh City, named after the
nation’s first President following his famous Declaration of Independence

J

ust as the Thong Trairong
(tricolour flag) still bears
strong resemblance with
France, so does Vietnam’s
southern metropolis Ho Chi Minh
City (formerly Saigon). Amidst
fiercely proud independence
from its colonial past, is the city’s
elegant boulevards and municipal
buildings that still carry a distinct
identité française.
The Central Post Office,
Municipal Theatre (Saigon Opera
House), City Hall and striking
Saigon Notre-Dame Cathedral
Basilica accompany a wealth
of colonial European hotels to
mark the French occupation
of Vietnam between 1893
and 1945. The Declaration of
Independence – read by Veitnam’s
first President, Ho Chi Minh, and
celebrated on 2 September every

year – may have been met by
a wave of new hope and
restoration, but only a decade later
and war correspondents and US
Generals were moving into those
French hotels; Hotel Colonial, Rex
Hotel and Hotel Majestic. The
Vietnam War threatened the very
foundations of the President’s
famous 1945 address, before
a North Vietnamese tank
crashed through the gates of
the ‘Reunification Palace’ in
Ho Chi Minh City.
By way of authentic
Vietnamese architecture, all that
remains of the eighteenth Citadel
of Gia Dinh (the city’s name prior
to ‘Saigon’) is a crumbling relic,
whereas 20th-century pagodas
and the Museum of Vietnamese
History stand in good condition.
Chinese pagodas and temples,

Hindu and Indo-Islamic places of
worship and the Neo-Classical
Gia Long Palace (now Museum
of Ho Chi Minh City) make up the
melting pot of architecture in this
stunning city.
From clay pottery, dated some
10,000 years ago, to Dinh Q Le,
a renowned fine art photographer
who uses photographic strips
to depict the Vietnam War, art
today is inspired by a turbulent
history and a mix of eastern
and western influences. The
Ho Chi Minh City Museum of
Fine Arts features Vietnamese
art works in sculpture, oil, silk
painting and lacquer painting,
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as well as traditional woodcut
paintings and ceramics.
Ben Thanh Theatre, Hoa Binh
Theatre and Lan Anh Music Stage
all offer world class performing
arts centres in addition the
Saigon Opera House, with plenty
of wonderfully fresh pho and
rice vermicelli eateries for
a pre-theatre meal.
Outside of District 1, The War
Remnants Museum and Cu Chi
Tunnels offer a harrowing but
worthy visit. ■
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